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SIM-CPA (PKE Version)

Secure (and 
correct) if: 
∀    
∃      s.t.
∀  
output of       is 
distributed 
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REAL and IDEAL

Enc PKSK 
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Env

Send Recv
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REALIDEAL

m m

m

m m
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IND-CPA (PKE version)
Experiment picks a random bit b. It also 
runs KeyGen to get a key (PK,SK). Adv 
given PK

Adv sends two messages m0, m1 to 
the experiment

Expt returns Enc(mb,K) to the 
adversary
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Experiment outputs 1 iff b’=b

IND-CPA secure if for all PPT 
adversaries  Pr[b’=b] - 1/2 ! ν(k)
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imperfect 
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by g: DLg(X) := unique x such that X = gx  (x ∈ {0,1,...,|G|-1})

In a (computational) group, given standard representation of g and x, 
can efficiently find the standard representation of X=gx (How?)

But given X and g, may not be easy to find x (depending on G)
DLA: Every PPT Adv has negligible success probability in the    
DL Expt: (G,g)←GroupGen; X←G; Adv(G,g,X)→z; gz=X?

If Eve could break DLA, then Diffie-Hellman key-exchange broken
Eve gets x, y from gx, gy (sometimes) and can compute gxy herself

A “key-recovery” attack
But could break pseudorandomness without breaking DLA too

Discrete Log Assumption
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But sets PK=(G,g,gy) and Enc(Mb)=(gx,Mbgz)

Outputs 1 if experiment outputs 1 (i.e. if b=b’)

When z=random, A* outputs 1 with probability = 1/2

When z=xy, exactly IND-CPA experiment: A* outputs 1 with 
probability = 1/2 + advantage of A.
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